Retention force of zirconia bar retained implant overdenture: Clinical comparative study between PEEK and plastic clips
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Abstract

Aim: This study aimed to evaluate and compare retention force of two implants retained mandibular overdenture with zirconia bar using two different clip materials.

Methodology: 20 completely edentulous patients (8 women and 12 men) with age ranged between 45 and 65 years were selected for this study. All patients received conventional maxillary and mandibular complete dentures. Two implants were inserted bilaterally in the mandibular canine region. CAD-CAM fabricated zirconia bar attachment was used to retain mandibular overdentures. Patients were randomly divided into two equal groups where poly-oxymethylene (POM) clip was used for Group I and poly-ether-ether-ketone (PEEK) clip for Group II. Retention force was measured at time of overdenture insertion (T0), six months (T6), and twelve months (T12) later.

Results: Significant difference was recorded between the two groups in initial retention forces (T0) where PEEK clip group recorded higher retention forces in comparison to POM clip group (P=0.029). However, insignificant difference was observed at (T6) and (T12). Within group comparison of mean retention values at different follow-up periods revealed significant difference for both groups.

Conclusions: Within parameters of this study, it could be concluded that both POM and PEEK retentive clips can provide acceptable and comparable retention forces when used with zirconia bar during 12 months period of overdenture use.
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Introduction

In the implant-based prosthetic field, bar-retained dentures have become a tried and trusted treatment option for edentulous lower jaws. Up to few years ago, non-precious-metal alloys and titanium were considered the materials of choice for bar construction. However, metal-free prostheses are now gaining a great importance supported by the high-precision CAD/CAM manufacturing process that enables the use of biocompatible and aesthetic materials. Zirconium oxide (zirconia) has become a promising material for fabricating bar attachment due to its high strength, biocompatibility, and realistic color (1). In addition, zirconia bar can be easily constructed using CAD/CAM technology with elimination of many technical steps...
and errors involved in the conventional casting procedures (2).

Materials used for fabrication of attachment systems should be wear resistant to maintain stable retention force overtime (3). Wear of retentive clips concerning bar-clip attachments was documented to adversely affect retention (4). Less changes in retention force were recorded with plastic retentive clips made of poly-oxymethylene (POM) in comparison to metal ones, mainly due to their higher resiliency and proper modulus of elasticity, therefore the plastic clips became more widely used (5,6).

Recently, poly ether ether ketone (PEEK) material was documented to possess high strength, insolubility in common solvents, wear resistance and excellent biocompatibility (7-9). Thus, this material was introduced as retentive clip matrices (3,10). Bayer et al, compared the clinical performance of PEEK retentive clips with those made of poly-oxymethylene (POM) as the standard clip material and concluded that both materials showed satisfying results as a retentive clip with round metal bars (3).

Hammas et al, evaluated the retention force of mandibular implant retained overdentures using metal and PEEK bar attachments with either POM or PEEK clips. The results suggested that the invito performance of PEEK clips was superior to those made of POM, where the highest mean values of retention were found in (PEEK bar and PEEK clip group) followed by (Metal bar and PEEK clip group) and (PEEK bar and POM clip group) while the least mean values of retention were found in (Metal bar and POM clip group) (10).

By reviewing the literature, very limited data is available about the retention force of different clip materials with zirconia bar. Consequently, the aim of this clinical study was to evaluate and compare the retention force of two implants retained mandibular overdenture with zirconia bar using either conventional plastic clips or PEEK ones after a period of 12 months. Null hypothesis was that the change in retentive force would not differ among the different clip materials.

**Materials and Methods**

A total of 20 completely edentulous patients (8 women and 12 men) with age ranged between 45 and 65 years were selected from the clinic of the Removable Prosthodontics Department, Faculty of Dentistry, Mansoura University. The patients had a sufficient restorative space (at least 15 mm) to allow space for bar construction. Adequate bone quantity and quality in the mandibular canine area bilaterally was verified by preoperative cone-beam CT to receive standard implants of 15 mm length and 3.6 mm diameter.

Patients with history of parafuction habit, bone metabolic disorders (as uncontrolled diabetes and hyper- parathyroidism), or history of radiotherapy to the head and neck region were excluded.

Approval of this study protocol was done by the Faculty Ethical Committee. All patients signed written consents after informing them about the detailed line of treatment and the needed follow up visits.

**Surgical and prosthetic procedures:**

Conventional maxillary and mandibular dentures were constructed for all patients where artificial acrylic teeth were arranged following the lingualized balanced occlusal concept. Two dental implants (15 mmx3.6 mm) (Dyna Dental Engineering, Bergen op Zoom, the Netherlands) were inserted in the mandibular canine region bilaterally using standardized 2-stage submerged surgical protocol. Refitting of mandibular dentures to the residual ridges was done using a soft relining material (Ufi Gel, Voco, Cuxhaven, Germany), followed by refining of occlusion.

After three months, the implants were uncovered using tissue punch and healing abutments were connected to them. Mandibular acrylic resin custom trays were fabricated with an opening corresponding to implants sites. Long impression transfer copings were screwed to the fixtures and splinted by Duralay acrylic resin (Inlay pattern resin. Dental Mfg.Co. USA). An open-tray impression was made using medium body polyether impression material (3MTM Impregum TM). The impression was poured in dental stone after connecting the implant analogs to the impression copings.

**CAD/CAM-manufacturing of zirconium oxide bar:**

Two Ti base abutments (Dyna Dental Engineering, Bergen op Zoom, the Netherlands) were screwed to the implant analogs on the model. Two scan bodies (panadent.co.uk) were connected to the Ti base abutments then the model was scanned with the 3Shape D800 lab scanner (3Shape 3D Dental Scanners, Wieland dental) (Fig. 1). The collected data were imported to the CAD software for bar designing (CAD/CAM, 3 Shape Dental System™). Hader bar design was selected from the software library and applied with preservation of 1mm supragingival hygienic space (Fig. 2).

![Figure 1. Three dimensional image of the scanned model including the two implant abutments.](image-url)
The CAD data was sent to the milling machine (Wieland dental, Ivoclar Vivadent, Zenotic select hybrid) to mill the bar assembly, from semi-sintered zirconia blanks (Zenostar MO 2, Wieland dental, Ivoclar Vivadent). After sintering of the bar, it was fitted to the Ti base abutments precisely on the model (Fig. 3). Duplication was done to the model while the bar was secured in its place.

**Mandibular Overdenture construction:**

Duplication of the mandibular denture polished and occlusal surfaces was done using a silicone index (Coltoflax; Coltene AG, Altstatten, Switzerland). Identical acrylic resin teeth were positioned in their respective places in the silicone index. The index was repositioned against the duplicate mandibular stone cast. The mold cavity was filled with molten base plate wax that was flasked to fabricate a duplicate denture with similar bulk and contour.

**Patients grouping:**

The patients were randomly assigned into two equal groups using balanced randomization computer program, with respect to patient’s sex and age. Assigning was done according to material of the retentive clip used; POM (Yellow, Medium retention, RHEIN 83. Italy) was used for group I and milled PEEK clip (JUVORA, Invibio/ JUVORA Ltd. UK. Unfilled PEEK) that is identical to the scanned POM clip used for group II (Fig. 4).

**Evaluation of retention force:**

Retention force was evaluated at the time of overdenture insertion (T0), six months (T6) and twelve months (T12) later by measuring maximum dislodging force.

**Figure 2.** Designing of zirconia bar: (a). Software design of zirconia bar abutments. (b) Applied Hader bar software design. (c) Path of insertion represented by blue lines. (d) Final software design of bar assembly.

**Figure 3.** Finished zirconia bar assembly.

**Figure 4.** (a) Plastic retentive clip of group I. (b) PEEK retentive clip of group II.

**Figure 5.** Overdenture fitting surface showing Picked up: (a) plastic retentive clip. (b) PEEK retentive clip.
force to separate the overdenture from the attachment. Evaluation was done using the device developed by Hussein and Elsyad (11) through the following steps:

- Four right angle metal hooks were attached to the overdenture at the same horizontal high at canine and first molar areas bilaterally (Fig. 6).
- The patient was instructed to wear the mandibular overdenture and remove the opposing maxillary denture followed by placing his chin at the chin rest of the device while allowing the fork to be under the four hooks (Fig. 7).
- The wheel of the device was rotated to move the forcemeter vertically until the overdenture was removed from its place. The forcemeter reading was recorded. This step was repeated three times and the mean was calculated.

**Figure 6.** Four right angle metal hooks were attached to the overdenture.

**Figure 7.** Evaluation of retention force: (a) Frontal view of the device showing the forcemeter instrument. (b) Lateral view of the device showing the fork and the chin rest. (c) The patient placing his chin at the chin rest of the device while allowing the fork to be under the four hooks.

### Statistical Analysis

Obtained data was analyzed by SPSS computer software (Version 21 SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA). Normal distribution of data was evaluated using one sample Kolmogorov Smirnov test. Normally distributed continuous data were described as (mean ± standard deviation). Unpaired sample t-test was applied to compare the two groups. Multivariate analysis (general linear model) was applied for comparison of all observational periods within each group, and paired sample t-test was applied for comparison of each two periods. (P) was significant if <0.05 at 95% confidence interval.

### Results

Mean retention values at time of overdenture insertion (T0), after six months (T6) and after twelve months (T12) of overdenture use of both groups are presented in (Table 1 and Fig. 8) Comparisons between the two groups showed significant difference in initial retention forces (T0) where PEEK clip group recorded higher retention forces in comparison to POM clip group (P=0.029). However, insignificant difference was observed at T6 and T12. Within group comparison of mean retention values at different follow-up periods revealed significant difference for both groups.

Comparison of retention values between each two follow-up periods within each group, revealed significant differences except between (T6 - T12) for PEEK clip group (P= 0.228) and (T0 - T6) for POM clip group (P= 0.072) as shown in (Table 2).

**Table 1.** Showing mean values of retention of both groups at different follow-up periods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PEEK (M ± SD)</th>
<th>POM (M ± SD)</th>
<th>Unpaired sample t-test (P value)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T0</td>
<td>11.17± 1.28</td>
<td>8.46± 0.83</td>
<td>0.029*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T6</td>
<td>8.28± 0.37</td>
<td>7.50± 0.54</td>
<td>0.394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T12</td>
<td>7.93± 0.55</td>
<td>6.27± 0.61</td>
<td>0.112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multivariate analysis (p value)</td>
<td>0.005*</td>
<td>0.011*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

M: mean  SD: standard deviation  
*: significant (P< 0.05)  
T0: at time of overdenture insertion  
T6: after 6 months of overdenture use  
T12: after 12 months of overdenture use
Discussion

Zirconium oxide material was previously applied in milled bar construction with two distal additional retaining elements and peek superstructure (1,12) or with a corresponding zirconia complete overdenture (13). However, this research introduced the application of zirconia for Hader bar construction that retain a heat-cured acrylic resin mandibular overdenture with either POM or PEEK clips. The hader bar design was selected for the two implants retained overdenture used in this study to permit hinging movement and allow occlusal load distribution between implants and posterior residual ridges.

Results of invitro studies that evaluated retention forces of different attachment systems cannot be applied on the clinical situation. Microscopical examination of different attachments revealed that POM or nylon components were deformed during fatigue tests of invitro studies, which may increase values of retention force. Another suggested cause for this retention increase is the POM thermal expansion during the test. However, under clinical conditions, saliva composition, oral environment, and temperature may influence the results (14). Masticatory and parafunction forces also cannot be simulated in invitro studies. Therefore, this study was concerned with the clinical evaluation and comparison of POM retentive clips and the recently suggested PEEK ones.

The measuring protocol followed in the study of Williams et al, allowed the identification of whether wear and the subsequent decrease in retention occurred at the matrix or patrix level. The results indicated that the plastic retentive clips and not the round bars were responsible for the retention loss (15). This is in consistence with the clinical experience that the exchange or activation of the matrix can easily compensate loss of retention (16). These finding explain the importance of testing clinical performance of different clip materials especially when used with a recent bar material as zirconia.

Retention force was measured by evaluating peak loads or maximum dislodging forces, that is defined as the maximum developed forces till complete separation of attachment components from teeth or
implant abutments, and commonly used as the measurement of prosthesis retention (6).

The results of the present study showed significant difference in values of initial retention forces (T0) where PEEK clip group recorded higher retention forces in comparison to POM clip group. However, insignificant difference was observed at (T6) and (T12) where the null hypothesis could not be rejected except for (T0). This result is in accordance to the study of Bayer et al., that reported no statistically significant difference in the clinical performance of the retentive clips made of PEEK or POM with metal bar (3). Both clip materials showed a decrease in retention force with no significant difference between them after 6 months of overdenture use. Moreover, mean values of retention force observed in the present study for PEEK retentive clips (7.93N) and POM ones (6.27N) with zirconia bar are comparable to those observed with metal bar where PEEK and POM clips recorded (7.85N) and (7.44N) respectively after 6 months of overdenture use.

Within group comparison of mean retention values at different follow-up periods revealed significant difference for both groups. Significant difference was observed between (T0) and (T6) for PEEK clip group while retention loss was insignificant in the next six months in contrast to the POM clip group. Bayer et al., concluded that retention forces with peek clips decreased during the first three months of the overdenture in function and stabilized afterwards (3).

Hammas et al., concluded that the advantage of PEEK retentive clip compared to POM material could be demonstrated during the simulation period of 12 months of overdenture use. Both materials showed in vitro acceptable results toward retention force however, PEEK showed more resistance to wear than POM material with metal or PEEK bars (10).

The type of PEEK material used in this study was the unfilled one, the issue that may explain the significant loss of retention especially in the first three months of overdenture use. It was documented that performance of PEEK composites in tribological tests is better than that of pure PEEK (17). Micro and nano-sized filler in PEEK was suggested to provide lower friction coefficients and less wear rate than the unfilled type (18,19).

Conclusions

Within parameters of this study, it could be concluded that both POM and PEEK retentive clips can provide acceptable and comparable retention forces when used with zirconia bar during 12 months period of overdenture use.

Recommendations:

Further studies are indicated to evaluate:

1- Long-term clinical performance of PEEK retentive clips compared to those made of POM.

2- Clinical performance of retentive clips made of different filled PEEK materials with zirconia bar.
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